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Introduction 

 

Every social media platform is different, its features, algorithm, 

the psychology of members, type of content to post and how 

your content will perform this differ from platform to platform. 

What mistakes members do when they do not experience good 

results from LinkedIn is that they try to use it the same as any 

other platform, maybe like Facebook. But LinkedIn is an 

entirely different platform. What works best for Facebook may 

not even get good engagement here and the content that 

performs best on LinkedIn may get a poor response on 

Facebook. So we cannot use all the platforms in the same way. 

The strategy to use LinkedIn in entirely different.  

 

So we should know why we need to learn about LinkedIn 

before we actually go and learn it. In this chapter I am going to 

explain to you why we need to learn about the LinkedIn 

platform, networking on LinkedIn, improving your profile, 

planning content and building your personal brand on 

LinkedIn. I will explain this with the help of three simple 

questions that you may be having in your mind 
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Chapter 01 

What is LinkedIn 

profile analysis? 
 

& how does it help us know our profile 

performance on LinkedIn? 

 

Lots of people keep asking me that I do not get results from 

LinkedIn, how do I use LinkedIn, how can I use it for my 

business purpose, generating the leads, finding the jobs?  So 

there were lots of queries like this, so I decided to analyse the 

profiles of different people who had these queries and I found 

many gaps and identified some facts that they are not using 

LinkedIn properly as it should be ideally used, many of them 

did not even have an optimized profile on LinkedIn and that is 

the reason they are not getting results.  
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I analyzed lots of profiles so that I can give you the insights and 

can tell you what you are not doing and what you should do 

to improve your profile so that you get maximized results out 

of the LinkedIn platform. One day I posted on Facebook and 

LinkedIn and to my surprise, I got an overwhelming response, 

in fact very good response. There were more than 7000 requests 

that I received from LinkedIn and somewhere more than a 

hundred requests on Facebook to get the profile analyzed by 

me.  I took some random profiles from LinkedIn and analyzed 

them. I shared the scores with members at their personal 

window. Many of the members who received the message then 

asked me, Nidhi, you have shared the scores but how to 

improve these scores?  Then I realized, yes this is something I 

can help people on getting good results from LinkedIn by 

telling them how to improve their profile score. 
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What are the parameters to analyze our 

LinkedIn profile? 
 

I also got these queries from the members. Nidhi what are the 

parameters on which you analyzed our profile and scored it. If 

we know them we can work on the improvement.  

 

So there are three major parameters for your profile analysis: 

 

1. Profile Optimization 

2. Social selling index 

3. Platform networking quotient 

 

And there were 10 sub-parameters 

  

For Profile Optimization, they are DP & cover page, headline, 

profile summary and call to action.  

 

For Social Selling Index the parameters were your content plan, 

timeline story, engagement level and your influence on 

LinkedIn. 
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For Networking Quotient there was relationship building, 

connection & interaction. 

 

You must be curious to know what the outcome of the analysis, 

how much members scored? 

Members scored from 15 to 85 out of 100.  And 80% of the 

members scored between 30 to 60 only.  We can easily score 

more than 60 if we take just simple steps to optimize our 

profile, be active, plan our content and build a relationship.  

 

Please note that there is no standard formula on which I scored 

them it was just my experience about the platform and few 

parameters which I took into consideration. 

 

I want to share some interesting with that I found during the 

analysis, 

 

 More connection does not mean a higher score 

 

There are people who have lots of connections on LinkedIn but 

still scored very low and they must be surprised that if I have 

30,000 connections, everything is fine and why my profile 
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scored so low? Yes, It happened people who had more than 

10,000 connection I scored them just 30-40/100,  

 

WHY? Because they had no engagement level on their posts.  

 

There were members who had 20000+ connections but when 

they were sharing something on the timeline they were getting 

just 5-10 likes, 2-3 comments etc. If your connections are not 

engaging with you then what can you do with your 

connections? What is your plan for your profile improvement? 

So the only the number of connections is not what can help us, 

it is not going to give us more good results but to improve your 

interaction with them, build a relationship, grow your 

influence to get more engagement on your profile and on your 

timeline post. 

 

 More content engagement does not mean better results 

 

There were people who had hundreds of likes on their content 

but still I scored them 30 to 40. 

 

WHY?  Because they do not have the content plan. 
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What they were doing, there were some interesting things on 

the web, they copied and posted on their timeline. In this way, 

they were getting good engagement and happy that they are 

using the internet to get interesting stuff.  But It doesn't work 

like this, where is your own thought process? Where is your 

own content? How would I get to know about you? Where is 

your personal brand? 

 

If you keep taking up interesting things from the internet it 

may be good for some time but that does not build your 

personal brand. It may be once or twice in a week, you pick 

some interesting things from internet, from somewhere and get 

more engagement, get more visibility but if you keep doing 

only this, getting some stuff from internet, you may drive more 

traffic to your profile, you may get more engagement level also 

but you are not building your brand, it will not give you 

results. If you are a job seeker looking for an opportunity or an 

entrepreneur wants to connect with clients, where is your 

thought process so that they know the original you. You 

should have your proper content plan and that should be 

aligned with your objective that why you are on LinkedIn. You 

are not a content curator from the web, sharing quite 

interesting stuff from the web to entertaining the community 

but the objective is to build your influence.  
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 More interaction level does not mean a higher score 

 

There are few members who are very active on LinkedIn, very 

interactive, they comment daily and actively, like others post, 

engage with people, participate in the discussion. But I still 

scored them low. 

 

WHY?  Because they did not have their own content on their 

timeline. They don’t post directly from the last 1 year, 1 month, 

for a week or so and just like the post from other members. So 

where is the content plan you are doing to build your own 

personal brand? Like this how we will get the opportunity? if I 

check your timeline in the last 1 year what are the development 

on your business or brand. What all have you 

achieved?  Where is your brand story which you have 

developed over the period of time on this platform? This is the 

reason for many that they are not getting results on LinkedIn.  

 

 More interaction means better results 

 

I analyzed many profiles where members had only 2000 

connections or 3000 connection but I scored them 60 and more. 
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WHY? Because they were much interactive and they had their 

own thoughts and post, own story on the timeline and plus 

they were engaged with others as well.   

 

Let’s not limit us to use the power of this platform. My post 

reached 3.5 lac people, where else you can reach 3.5 lac people 

free of cost. Imagine 3.5 lakh people are looking at your post, 

reading your thoughts, seeing your profile. My profile was 

visited 3,000 times in a single day with that post, I received 

7,000 comments and it's awesome to experience this. LinkedIn 

is an awesome platform where you can reach the number of 

people just with your story, with your thoughts.  
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Chapter 02 

How to improve 

LinkedIn profile 

score? 
 

Now people asked me how to improve our profile score? So 

let's start with one by one as per the parameters: 

 

Profile Optimization: How you can improve this parameter, 

first of all, put a perfect DP. There are lots of people who do 

not even put their display picture or if they have a DP it was 

not as per the standard of the LinkedIn platform.  The first 

thing the people are attracted to your profile is your DP and 

the second thing is your cover page. The cover page is 

something that is an awesome place where you can grab the 
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attraction of your visitor in just fraction of seconds. But many 

of you leave it blank, think why social media has provided that 

section? If I am your profile visitor, I am not going to read 

everything about you in 3-5 seconds on your profile but I will 

look at your cover page and then create the impression about 

your profile. People who scored higher had a very nice cover 

page, the cover page was telling about them, their skills, their 

story, their personality etc.  

 

The third thing is the LinkedIn headline. Remember we had 

only three to five seconds on social media to make an impact 

before people scroll to other profiles. So your name along with 

your headline and your DP are three things that are visible on 

LinkedIn whatever action you are taking on LinkedIn. If you 

like, you comment on other’s post these three things will 

always be visible to people. So they should be put effectively 

and optimized. But please use your original name in the name 

section, no other words along with the name and right an 

interesting headlines.  

 

Forth is your profile summary, some people have written their 

entire resume on the LinkedIn summary section. This section 

is not the place to write a resume, just write a summary. A 

short, crisp and interesting summary. No one is going to read 
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your kind of resume, in summary, write there some of your 

skills, something interesting about you, why one should 

approach you, what services you offer, your achievements etc 

and out your call to action.  

 

Social Selling Index: You cannot sell directly on social media 

you have to sell socially. If you put any product or services to 

sell on your timeline without building the relationship with 

your community and the connections, you will not get good 

results. How can you improve that? With a proper contact plan 

and building your brand story that tells about your social 

selling skills. Your engagement level with other people, and 

what kind of engagement you are getting from other members 

on LinkedIn will also define social selling index.  

 

Profile networking Quotient: You grow your connection and 

also build relationship with your connection. You build a 

community around your personal brand. You engage with 

your connections and also get good engagement on your post. 
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Chapter 03 

LinkedIn Profile 

optimization 
An optimized LinkedIn profile will give you more visibility, 

more opportunities, will attract more visitors and clients to 

your services and also more profile engagement. Your profile 

stands out when it is optimized. Here I am sharing with you a 

comment from a visitor who dropped into my inbox to share 

his view about my LinkedIn profile. 

“Hi Nidhi, Your profile made me to stop and write to you 

something I rarely do. It was an interesting read.” 

 

Another one,  

“Moment I had seen your profile I knew something is so 

beautiful and different about you that makes you stand so 

away from this madding crowd.” 
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If your profile is optimized you win a chance to stand out from 

the crowd on LinkedIn. 

Let’s begin with optimizing our LinkedIn profile, what all steps 

it includes: 

DP, Cover pages, headline, summary, making an all-star 

profile. 

 

Your Display picture 

LinkedIn proved that more than 90% of the members only visit 

profiles with a profile picture.  So without a display picture you 

don't stand a chance, If your picture does not look good, it is 

game over for you even before it begins.  

Here are some tips of what to take into account when creating 

a professional LinkedIn profile picture. 

 It needs to be a professional picture.  

 Avoid casual pictures 

 If you cannot crop a picture properly, use another one 

 Do not emphasize on the background. 

 Use high quality picture 

 Use a headshot, not one sitting at your desk etc 
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The best would be a close-up picture, head shot with smile 

where your teeth are visible. That is the most attention 

grabbing. 

 

Cover Page: 

 

Cover page is the first thing people are going to notice when 

they click on your profile before they read anything else. Use 

this section wisely to grab their attention and tell them about 

you to make them interested to read your summary 

 

 Show your pic 

 Program pic 

 Product pictures 

 

However, Text can also be written 

 Your favorite quote 

 Tagline 

 What defines you 

 Your achievements 

 

You can keep changing your cover page but not too frequently. 
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Claim your vanity URL 

With the customized URL you can easily tell people how to find 

you online. Typically, this URL may include your full name, 

profession without anything else. Such as @coachvijay 

@kishankumar. If you have a common name, you can make a 

slight modification by including a middle name initial. 

To customize the URL on your LinkedIn profile, click the Me 

icon at the top of your LinkedIn home page and select View 

Profile. On your profile page, click Edit Public Profile & 

URL on the right. Then under Edit URL, click the Edit icon next 

to your public profile URL. Enter your name without 

spaces and click Save. 

My profile URL is https://www.linkedin.com/in/nidtyg/ and 

this id is standard for many other platforms. 

 

How to create an "All Star" profile? 
 

Before I tell the process to creating an All Star profile on 

LinkedIn, do we know the benefits of having an All Star 

profile? 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nidtyg/
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 Professionals who have an All-Star rating, are 40 times more 

likely to receive opportunities through LinkedIn. 

 Your profile 27 times more likely to be found in recruiter 

searches 

 Upto 3X more profile traffic from search, Feed,  and my 

network 

 It increases your profile visibility 

 Your profile stands out from the competition as only 51% 

people have completed their profile on LinkedIn 

 

It takes seven essential elements to have a completed profile. 

To qualify, your page must contain the following: 

 

1. Industry and location 

2. An up-to-date current position (with a description) 

3. Two past positions 

4. Education 

5. Skills (minimum of three) 

6. Profile photo 

7. At least 50 connections 
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Writing and effective profile headline 

and Summary 
 

Upgrade your professional LinkedIn headline 

 

Your professional headline is your most important piece of 

your LinkedIn profile, with your name and your profile 

picture. Every action you take on LinkedIn will show at least 

these three elements.  

Optimizing your headline, which appears under your name, it’s 

highly visible among your audience, as well as searchable. The 

headline is limited to 120 characters so be sure to use this section 

smartly. 

For most users, this will influence them to click on your 

profile.  A lot of LinkedIn members have chosen for their 

professional headline to be their title and the name of their 

company. Such as Account executive at ABC, HR Director at 

DEF, or CEO at XYZ. This looks so boring. Classic and boring.  

Why someone will choose to click on your profile?   
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Let me tell you my headlines. I have 3 items in my professional 

headline that make my stand out.  

 

Personal Brand & Social Media Coach|Author|helping 

entrepreneurs build their brand & leverage digital presence 

 

Few more examples of impactful LinkedIn Headlines: 

For job seekers: 

 

Senior digital marketing manager | Saas Product Marketing | 

Digital Transformation CRM | B2B & B2C customer experience 

 

For Students: 

Software development student | Seeking full time software 

engineer job | JAVA, PHP,  Javascript, C++ | 2020 Graduation 

 

 

 

Writing an effective LinkedIn profile summary 
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LinkedIn summary will tell about you before someone 

approaches you, infact people decide to approach you after 

reading your summary. Use it effectively to convert your 

visitors into your leads and fetch you opportunities. The 

LinkedIn summary or “about” section is often under-utilized 

by LinkedIn users as they leave it blank or type in very short 

details about them. But whether you’re using LinkedIn to find 

a job, market your business, or build your professional brand, 

the summary section is important. There are 2,000 characters 

or 300-350 words available in the LinkedIn profile summary. 

Strengthen your profile by adding some personality 

description, keywords, skill set, telling your career story, 

achievements and inspiring visitors to take action. Start your 

summary with a catchy lines that invites people to read more 

about you. 

What all the details an effective LinkedIn summary should 

have: 

 

 About you 

 Services 

 Goals and ambitions 

 Customers 
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 Achievements 

 Product or Solution you provide (For entrepreneurs) 

 Skills, expertise (For corporate professionals) 

 Call to action 

 Your website address/contact details 

 Media(Pictures, Video etc) 

 You can also use your business elevator pitch in this 

section. 

 

8 tips for writing an effective LinkedIn profile summary 

1. Stick to 3-5 short paragraphs - Your summary is the place 

to share who you, what you do and what makes you 

different from others, but it’s not the place to write 

everything you’ve ever done like a resume. Generally, 3-5 

short paragraphs should do the trick. 

 

2. Show your USPs within first 5 lines - Before anything 

else about you within the first 5 lines your must have told 

them why they should hire you or why they should 

approach you. How you can help them. For what skills a 

recruiter should hire you. Or for what solution I should 

connect with you. 
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3. Then tell about your profile credibility - such as your 

experience, how many people you have helped, 

credentials and all. After that, one they have made up the 

mind to approach you, make it easy for them to know 

more about you by writing your website and give them a 

call to action. It can be visit my website, email me, call me 

at this number or whatever. 

 

4. Write how you speak - Think about how you would 

speak to someone you meet, and write the same. If you’re 

funny, be funny or humorous. Using the first person “I” 

makes you more approachable than using the third person 

“she” or “he.” Craft your summary with a personality that 

matches yours, but always keep it professional. 

 

 

5. Use bullet points - People have short attention spans and 

many will skim your text. Avoid long dense paragraphs. 

Use bullet points and sub-heads to make it easier on the 

eyes and simple to read. 
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6. Use keywords - To improve your standing when 

candidates search LinkedIn and Google, you’ll want to 

include keywords that highlight your top skills. One 

approach is to list your expertise or key skills in your 

summary. 

 

 

7. Add rich media - If you have a video, article or slide about 

your company, pictures of your programs, client 

testimonials, certifications etc., definitely include it. 

 

8. Proofread - Your first draft should never be your final 

draft. Make sure there are no grammar errors or typos. 

Keep pruning it unless you have the most concise one. 

Examples of effective LinkedIn profile summary: 

My LinkedIn profile summary 

As a Personal Brand Coach and Consultant, 

I help people build their personal brand to stand out from the 

competition. I help them find their unique brand elements and 

effectively communicate them to their prospects with effective 

brand communication strategy that builds their standout 

brand in the digital world. I strategize an effective & 
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customized social media funnel for entrepreneurs, where they 

can actively engage and convert their digital tribe into a 

profitable business. 

find more about me visit my website 

www.nidhityagi.com 

_______________________________________________ 

My company iBrand Consulting(TM): 

You can contact us for these solutions 

 

-Social Media Consulting for your personal brand 

-Social media marketing & promotion strategy 

-Strategize and optimize your Social Media platforms 

-Your brand optimized website development 

-Create your digital success blueprint with us 

www.ibrandconsulting.org 

 

Email: info@ibrandconsulting.org  
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Another Example: 

I love selling brand, I hate selling myself. So here is six quick 

things about me and my work. In, out, nobody gets hurt. 

1) I have created campaigns for more iconic brand that you 

can shake an iPhone at. My long time creative 

partners….(Names of brands) 

2) I am digital junkie with  23,000 twitter followers and I love 

every freakin’ thing about the web 

3) I got my job in advertising in an usual way, I won a 

national writing contest called “Write if you want work” 

4) I help people fall in love with brands, help agencies win 

new business, build trust with clients to help their brand 

skyrocket. 

5) I don’t like to advertise this fact, but I would do this job 

for free. It’s my passion. Also aside from advertising, I’m 

completely unemployable. 
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Chapter 04 

Growing your 

connections and 

reaching out to your 

target audience 
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There are two way to grow your connections on LinkedIn 

Option One: you send the request to the people and they are 

connected to you once they accept your invitation. The 

probability of acceptance depends on our profile credibility. 

Send the request to the people who you think would like to 

connect with you and matter to your business. Do not send 

random connection requests as you have limited number of 

connection request quota available for you depending on your 

profile performance on LinkedIn. 

 

Option Two: People send you the request and you accept their 

invitation to add them to your connection list. This is more 

important on LinkedIn as you have only limited number of 

connection request which you can send to people and because 

LinkedIn has provided us the opportunity to add 30,000 

connections to our account so it becomes even more important 

for us that people should reach us to connect so that we can 

grow our connection. 

How to get more connection request from 

members on LinkedIn 
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Be active - It’s important to be active on LinkedIn, and that starts 

with posting regular updates. Make sure they add value and 

share relevant stuff. When you consistently stay in the news 

feeds of your connections, there’s more opportunity for them to 

comment, like and share your posts and this will make your 

profile visible to their connections and gives you one more way 

to grow your network. 

Engage with your connections - Start relationships with your 

connections by commenting on their updates, liking their 

post. Build your profile audience by joining the conversation 

on popular posts. This gives you more visibility and 

encourages people to reach you by sending the connection 

request.  

Personalize your connection request – While sending the 

request to someone on it is always better to personalize it with 

a message note, this will get you higher chances of acceptance. 

Increase your profile visibility – The more active and engage 

you become with your existing network, the more visibility 

you get among their network and you keep getting new 

connection requests. 

Share relevant content – share relevant content and provide 

value to your connection so that they help you promote your 

profile among their network by engaging more on your posts. 
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There are three Levels of growing your 

connections on LinkedIn 

First level: Optimize your LinkedIn profile 

 Get attention with a Good photo, custom URL and 

headline 

 Write a compelling summary 

 Add your work experience 

 Add skills and endorsements 

 Education, honor, awards, certification 

 

Second Level: This level is about your participation on 

LinkedIn 

 Start posting status updates,  

 Start liking others posts, status or comments 

 Share the post you like 

 Participate in the discussions and debates 

 Wish people on their achievements 

 With this, you acquire more profile visibility and people 

would love to connect with you.  
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Third Level: This level is about developing your profile 

credibility 

When you start to publish articles and build your timeline 

story you start to gain followers. You're raising your personal 

brand and your social capital. You increase your trust on your 

audience. By positioning yourself as a thought leader, people 

start to see you as a role model and a respected leader.  

 

Useful tips to grow your LinkedIn network and connecting 

with your target audience: 

1. Treat your profile as your professional brochure. Use an 

appropriate-looking profile image and put in complete 

and up-to-date information. This will be your first 

impression for many. 

2. Choose your groups carefully. Pick the ones most relevant 

to your interests 

3. Be active and post thoughtful responses to the most 

interesting discussions 

4. Get endorsements that speak to your actual skills and 

build credibility 

5. Share meaningful content that help people understand the 

value you have to offer 
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6. You may send a personalized message while sending the 

connection request that starts a relationship and best time 

to tell people about you. People will admire that you cared 

enough to send them a note. 

7. Use search box with filters - Search people who you want 

to connect with and send them request, then LinkedIn AI 

will start suggestion you similar connections 

8. Use hashtags & Keywords - Use proper hashtags to reach 

your target audience, such as if your wish to connect with 

entrepreneurs, use same hashtag on your posts so that it 

reaches right audience.Use your profession related 

keywords on different section of your profile so that your 

profile can be searched by your target audience 

9. Join relevant groups – Join relevant groups where you can 

find  like-minded people and your target audience and be 

active there 

10. Share Niche content on your timeline 

 

 

 

Factors to consider before accepting connection request: 
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1. Avoid profiles without DP 

2. Check mutual connections 

3. Read their headline and summary 

4. Check experience section 

5. For more information you can check their timeline and 

articles 

Improving your LinkedIn networking 

quotient and building relationship 
 

 

Only growing our connection will not help us getting results 

from the platform. We have to have a good networking 

quotient by building relationship with other members. This 

will give you more visibility among your target audience and 

will increase engagement on your content. 

Tips to improve your NQ: 

 Build your profile credibility  

 Share relevant content  

 Engage with people  

 Be active 
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Checking your NQ 

There are 10 metrics to help you check your networking 

quotient specific to the LinkedIn Platform, more score means 

better NQ.  

(1)Total LinkedIn Connections 

(2)Your LinkedIn followers 

(3)Profile Views on LinkedIn 

(4)Profile search appearances 

(5)Average likes on last 3 posts 

(6)Maximum numbers of comments on last 3 posts 

(7)Views on last text post 

(8)Views on last picture post 

(9)Views on last video post (Direct posted on wall, no external 

link) 

(10) Average number of skills endorsements 
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Growing your profile audience 
 

Your connections are not your audience until they interact with 

you. You do not reach the newsfeeds of all the people in your 

connection. So you need to enter their news feed with your 

content to make them your profile audience. There is no limit 

on audience on LinkedIn it just depends on the performance of 

your content that how many people it will reach. You can reach 

millions of people with your posts event if you have thousands 

of connections. 

You grow your audience by: 

Storytelling -  

The most popular content on LinkedIn is storytelling. This is 

the best way to reach lakhs of people in no Time. My first story 

on LinkedIn reached 1 lac people and this is why I got addicted 

to this platform where else we can reach lac of people only with 

a story. 

What kind of story you can write: 

Everyone has a story to tell, you may share your experience, 

childhood story, business story, you success or failure stories. 
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Any this that people will like to read and can relate. Your story 

should be well crafted so that it holds the interest and should 

have some learning for people. 

So you can reach lakhs of people just with the help of one 

content, a story that every one of us have many of them. 

The art of storytelling contributes to 50% importance in your 

personal branding on LinkedIn and yes you can also tell about 

your profession in the form of a story. Such as if I share a story 

of an entrepreneurs struggling to get results from social media 

and how I could help them with my services. If I can craft it is 

an interesting way so that people can relate to and learn from 

it. It will solve dual purpose, my promotion as a personal 

brand and growing my audience. 

More way to grow your profile audience- 

 Engaging with more people 

 Adding more connections 

 Proper content planning 

 Wishing people on their achievements 

 Participating in discussion 
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Showcasing your brand on LinkedIn 
 

To build your brand on LinkedIn: 

 Optimize your profile 

 Show your story with cover page 

 Provide value content 

 Write an effective summary 

 Grow your visibility 

 Engage with your audience 

 Don’t just add connections but build relationship 

 Use two way networking and reach to your target 

audience 

 Show how you can help them with the proper content 

plan 
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Chapter 05 

What is LinkedIn 

social selling index 
 

LinkedIn SSI is the score given by LinkedIn to measure our 

social selling skills and execution. A better SSI score will help 

you get better results from this platform. 

There are two types of SSI score 

Industry SSI Rank 

That tells about your profile performance in comparison to the 

people in your industry. Such as education, aviation or 

whichever Industry you are working in. 

Network SSI Rank 

It tells your profile performance in comparison to the people in 

your network. 
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There are 4 parameters to measure you SSI score: 

1. Establish your professional brand 

How good you are in establishing your brand on this platform. 

You need to complete your profile with the customer in mind. 

Become a thought-leader by publishing meaningful posts. 

Establish a professional presence on LinkedIn with a complete 

profile,  

you can check these points 

 Do you have a cover page 

 How many articles you have written on LinkedIn 

publishing 

 How many page views are you getting on the posts or 

articles 

 How many followers are you gaining 

 

2. Find the right people 

Identify better prospects in less time using efficient search 

tools. Connect with right people in your industry and build 
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relationship. Such as I connect with many entrepreneurs and 

get engaged with insight on their posts and discussions to 

build a relationship. 

3. Engage with insights 

Discover and share conversation-worthy updates, updates that 

people would like to engage with to create and grow 

relationships. Get more engagement on your posts. 

As it measures how much engagement (Share, likes, 

comments) are you getting on your post? 

It also measures what’s your in-mail response rate. Means how 

interactive are you on messenger. 

4. Build relationships 

Strengthen your network by connecting and establishing trust 

with the people in your network, expand your network, what’s 

your acceptance rate of connection request? Means if you send 

someone a connection request what is the probability of 

acceptance.  

How SSI helps us: 

 Social selling leaders get better results on this platform. 
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 Fact says that Social selling leaders create 45% more 

opportunities than peers with lower SSI. 

 Social selling leaders are 51% more likely to reach their 

target audience and grow their connection 

 Social sellers outsell peers who don’t use social selling. 

 

 

How to improve our social selling index: 
 

It is easy to improve our social selling index with focused 

approach. And because it keeps changing every week so within 

a week you can see your improved results. Many of my 

participants reached in top 1%-2% of SSI within a week with 

these tips. 

 Improving your engagement level 

 

Get more engagement by engaging more with the people. 

It is a two way networking the more you give the more 

you take. So start liking, commenting the relevant post 

you see on your newsfeed 

 

 Building your community 
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Build a community around your personal brand by 

providing value content and helping your followers learn 

from you. Engage more with people by commenting on 

their post. Get more profile visibility and be known by the 

people in your network 

 

 Establish as a thought leader 

 

As I told you that only sharing an engaging content and 

getting good response will not work unless you plan your 

content in a way that establish you as a thought leader. 

People recognize you for your values and as a unique 

personality. 

 

To be so bring the consistency in the pattern of writing or 

style of writing or context of writing. You will see many 

influencers they use a particular pattern or the topic for 

their content and that consistency establish them as a 

leader in their domain. 

 


